Move To Higher Ground
FUNCTIONAL PROTECTION.  
TIMELESS DESIGN.  
UNIVERSAL FIT.

Focused on functionality, Higher Ground designs protective solutions for students, educators, and mobile users with a simple goal: purposeful, universal products that prevent damage while making technology more accessible and easier to use anytime, anywhere. Designing products with nature in mind, Higher Ground’s goal is to reduce the environmental impact while bringing value to their customers, partners, and planet!
Datakeeper Collection
Always On. Always Ready.

Datakeeper Cart
11"
From cart to classroom, the Datakeeper Cart full-time protection. The universal cover securely attaches to nearly every 11" Chromebook and at only 1.25” thick, easily fits in most carts.

Datakeeper
11" & 13/14"
A work-from-the-case solution that protects your devices and your budget. The patented lid–straps self retract when closing, avoiding zippers and the laptop’s hinge.

Datakeeper 2.0
11"
The Datakeeper 2.0 provides everything you need in a compact, protective case. Full-time protection and an integrated pocket for accessories, keeps everything together and easily accessible.
Based on decades of experience protecting education technology, the Shuttle not only safely transports your laptop, it makes it easier and more accessible to use. You’ll be ready for work or play anytime, anywhere. Your Chromebook never leaves the case, providing ruggedized, full-time protection while allowing you to work comfortably on your lap or desk.
Capsule Collection

Grab And Go. Sleek Armored Sleeves.

The Capsule's rugged design provides superior protection — in the classroom, backpacks, and everywhere else where your educational devices need added support. Incredibly compact, yet tough and protective. Great for extra backpack protection or use on its own.

11" - CAP011GRY
13/14" - CAP013/14GRY
11" - CleanShell™ - CAP011GRYCS
13/14" - CleanShell™ - CAP013/14GRYCS

Capsule Plus

11" & 13/14"

The Capsule Plus protects your gear with the perfect balance of size and strength. Constructed of compression-molded EVA (same foam used in athletic shoes), all edges are reinforced with a padded perimeter and rigid, extended edge to take the knocks so that your equipment doesn’t have to.

11" - CAPPL011GRY
13/14" - CAPPL013/14GRY
11" - CleanShell™ - CAPPL011GRYCS
13/14" - CleanShell™ - CAPPL013/14GRYCS
Shoulder Bags
Protection Meets Comfort & Style

Vert 3.1
11" & 13/14"

The Vert 3.1 convertible shoulder bag is a simple and elegant top-loading case designed to safely transport your devices in style. The main pocket protects your laptop, while the internal padded sleeve secures your secondary tablet device. The shoulder strap instantly transforms into a backpack providing versatility and style.

11" - VRT3.1-011GRY
13/14" - VRT3.1-013GRY

Flak Jacket Plus 3.0
11", 13/14", 15"

The Flak Jacket Plus 3.0 safeguards your laptop with the perfect balance of protection and size. Combining highly shock-absorbing foam with corrugated plastic stiffeners, the Flak Jacket Plus delivers complete protection in a slim, lightweight design. See for yourself why the Flak Jacket line is one of Higher Ground’s most popular solutions!

11" - FJ3.0-11PLGRY
13/14" - FJ3.0-13/14PLGRY
15" - FJ3.0-15PLGRY

11", 13/14", 15"
CleanShell™
A Better Way To Keep Devices Clean & Germ Free

Our latest innovation of CleanShell™, ultra-durable, weather resistant fabric helps combat against germs, soiling, and wear & tear. This easy-to-clean material lasts longer protecting you and your devices wherever you go!
Explore our available models!
PROTEx™ Collection
iPad Cases That Hold On Tight

✓ Removable, cleanable screen cover
✓ Durable, non-slip TPU shell
✓ Patented X-strap handle system
✓ Large, shock absorbing padded corners
✓ Holder to secure an Apple Pencil or Logitech Crayon
✓ Sound channels direct and amplify audio
✓ Multi-position stand
✓ Easily fits in carts with access to charging ports
✓ ID and asset tag viewing area

iPad 5th & 6th Gen – PRTXFOLIO6 – PROTEx™ Folio 6
iPad 7th, 8th, & 9th Gen – PRTXFOLIO7 – PROTEx™ Folio 7

With its patented X-strap system and sleek, yet tough design, the PROTEx™ Folio combines style, mobility, and durability to provide the ultimate comfort and maximum security you need whether you’re on the go or lounging around. Unlike most cases, the iPad is set in from the edges, so the case takes the knocks, not your device.
When you need an affordable, simple case that offers more protection than neoprene, look no further. The Elements Trace sleeve is constructed of a combination of EVA and EPE foam, which helps shield your device from bumps and dings. Our lightweight Scotchgard-coated fabric keeps your device safe and out of the elements.

11/13” – ELET011/13GRY
14/15” – ELET014/15GRY
Elements Shoulder Strap (sold separately) – ELESS001GRY

Ramp up your style and versatility with an affordable case that offers more protection than neoprene. Constructed of EVA and EPE foam, the Elements Plus sleeve shields your device from everyday accidents in an ultra-slim and lightweight package. Crafted with our Scotchgard coated fabric to prevent soiling and moisture, your device is protected from the elements.

11/13” – ELEPL011/13GRY
14/15” – ELEPL014/15GRY
Includes Elements Shoulder Strap
Elevate Collection
Convertible Sleeve & Ergonomic Lapdesk

✓ Fold-out height-adjustable stand for your desk or lap
✓ Made with CleanShell™ to easily wipe away dirt and germs
✓ Flip-out stand and strap secures computer in place
✓ Non-slip bottom means your laptop stays put while in use
✓ EVA, shock-absorbing foam provides superior drop protection
✓ Cooling channels prevent overheating
✓ Small internal accessory pocket for cables, memory cards, etc.
✓ Carry handle and optional shoulder strap
✓ Slim design slips easily into backpacks
✓ Reversed zipper prevents wear and tear while providing easy closure and access

14/15” – ELV015GRYCS – Fits up to 14” x 12.75” x 1” Laptop

Easily convert this protective sleeve to a height-adjustable workstation in seconds. The comfortable, elevated position reduces neck strain while working or attending online classes/meetings. A small internal pocket will hold a few cords, pens, earbuds, etc. An optional stability strap is also included that helps to secure the laptop to the surface while elevated. Made with our CleanShell™ fabric and protective EVA foam, this case is ready wherever you go!
Correcting a fundamental flaw with most shells, our ShockGUARD cases cushion your device with an inner shock-absorbing material, while the hard, outer shell takes the knocks and drops. An optional stand provides elevation for a more comfortable viewing angle while working.
ShockGUARD iPad 7/8/9
Extreme Protection From The Inside Out

- Tough Polycarbonate outer shell
- Shock-absorbing TPU interior and corner protection
- Adjustable, multi-position stand
- Protective screen cover
- Sound channels direct audio to the front
- Transparent shell for ID and asset tag viewing
- Removable stylus holder (fits Apple Pencil or Logitech Crayon)
- Easily fits in carts with access to charging ports

With ShockGUARD for iPad 7, 8, & 9, Higher Ground has corrected a fundamental flaw with most snap-on shells. They’re inside out. Similar to a helmet, the inner shock-absorbing material cushions your device, while the hard, outer shell takes the knocks and drops. Take your iPad protection to the next level with the ShockGUARD from Higher Ground.
WHY MOVE TO HIGHER GROUND?

Your Devices Are Critical – As former students and now business owners we care about the most innovative and stylish protection for our own technology!

Simple, Yet Innovative Product Selections – Our product line makes it easy to discover and buy the right product for your needs.

Optimal Value – Affordable protection without compromising quality.

Easy To Use Easy To Buy – All items are packed with recyclable materials in bulk; not individual plastic bags. We make it simple to personalize your case with custom logos and colors.

The Customer Experience Matters – You work hard and your success breeds our expertise. Our Customer Feedback Circles and Support Champs are dedicated to our client satisfaction.

Designs That Last – Our cases evolve but remain consistent so replacements are not disruptive.

Lifetime Guarantee – Free replacement if there are any defects in materials plus a deep discount replacement program if worn out or if you upgrade/change your device.
GET IN TOUCH

2315 2nd Ave
Kearney, NE 68847
308.234.9335
randy@computerhardwareinc.com

1001 W 2nd St
Hastings, NE 68901
402.463.3456
cristianp@computerhardwareinc.com

Learn About Our Military Grade Protection!

Request a Quote or Sample!